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Abstract: Recently proposed Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) architecture aims at supporting efficient message-

based communication over intermittent networks. Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are generally characterized 

by long and variable delays due to intermittent connectivity. This lack of connectivity makes most of the existing 

routing protocols in WSNs not applicable in DTNs (The performance of such networks depends on connectivity 

and mobility of some nodes). We propose in this paper a new routing mechanism for a DTN using WSN nodes 

for localization or traceability applications. Our routing mechanism exploits node mobility by allowing stations 

that come into contact with fixed or mobile nodes, to collect, to exchange and even to pass around information 

called contact events, that need to be fetched towards a collect point. We verify the implementation with an 

Emulab-based performance evaluation of the DTN store-and-forward approach as compared with traditional 

Internet-style data transfer methodologies, and a demonstration of an epidemic routing protocol. We found that 

in many “challenged” environments, the deployment of DTN systems can result in significant performance 

gains over other approaches. 
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I. Introduction 

The Internet architecture has proven to be an unparalleled success in its ability to provide network connectivity 

that spans the globe. However, some of the not necessarily explicit assumptions of the Internet architecture do 

not hold in many environments. Examples of these situations include mobile and ad-hoc networks, wireless 

sensor networks, deep-space communication, and some deployments in developing regions with limited power 

and telecommunications infrastructure. 
In general, these environments share a common in-ability to establish and maintain a relatively low-loss and low-
latency end-to-end communication session. The architecture for Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) outlined in 
[1] seeks to address the communication needs of these “challenged” environments. This architecture proposes a 
message based store-and-forward overlay network that leverages a set of convergence layers to adapt to a wide 
variety of underlying transports.  
 In this work, new approach exploits node mobility by allowing stations to come into contact with fixed or mobile 
nodes, to collect, to exchange and even to pass around information that need to be fetched towards a collect point. 
This method uses the principle of Store Carry and Forward [2] where nodes store CE packets and transmit a copy 
to other nodes according to some rules. Two nodes A and B close to each other create an event that reflects the 
fact that A saw B and B saw A. This atomic data is called a contact event (CE). 

II. State-of-the-Art 

A. Routing in Delay Tolerant Network  

The traditional routing mechanisms in wireless networks (proactive, reactive, etc. [3] are not directly applicable 

to DTNs because of the very low density of nodes and/or intermittent connections. Two approaches are adopted 

in the literature to route packets: the first is based on the knowledge of network and nodes; the second is based 

on adding additional static nodes. 

 

1) Routing based on knowledge:  

 

a) Epidemic Routing [4]: This method has been proposed as an approach for routing in sparse and/or 

highly mobile networks with intermittent connections. Each node adopt the “store-carry-forward” paradigm by 

storing and forwarding packets to nodes that it encounters. Analogous to the spread of infectious diseases, each 

node”infects” other nodes by passing a copy of his messages.  
 

b) Controlled flooding Spray and Wait [5]: This approach consists of two phases: Spray phase and Wait 

phase. In the first phase, for each message generated at the source, L copies are propagated to L distinct relays. 
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If the destination is not reached in the first phase, then in the second phase, each of the L relays spread this 

message to their neighbors until the destination. 

c) Packet dropping policy: The work of [6] proposes a routing protocol based on the removal of packets 

with acknowledgments propagated on the network, while avoiding the spread of messages already released. 

Priority is given to messages that are more likely to be routed. The priority is itself determined by the 

probabilities of encounters between nodes.  
 

 

2) Routing based on additional nodes:  
 

a) Data MULE [8]: Mobiles equipped with communicating modules can be used to retrieve the 

information by traveling the area in which the nodes are positioned. Such mobile stations are called Mules 

(Mobile Ubiquitous LAN Extensions). They generally carry information to a relay or a sink. The performance of 

this solution is very dependent on the movement of mules; it can be done randomly or according to a predictable 

or controlled activity.  
 

b) Message Ferry [9]: Unlike the random movement of Data MULEs from, the authors in use mobile 
nodes(message ferries) moving according to a model of movement close to human displacement. 

 
c) Throwboxes [10]: Routing proposed is based on the addition of fixed nodes called throwboxes acting as 

relays to create more contacts in the network. These nodes are supposed to have high storage capacity, high 
computing power and high energy.  
 

B.  Mobility in DTN 

Currently, there are two types of mobility models used in the simulation of networks: traces and analytic model 
[11]. Traces provide accurate information, particularly when they involve a large number of mobile nodes and a 
long observation period. However, new network environments (e.g. ad hoc and DTNs networks) are not easily 
modeled if traces have not yet been created. In this type of situation it is necessary to use synthetic models. 
Analytic models try to represent the behavior of mobile nodes without using of traces. In this paper, we present 
some of the synthetic models used to evaluate DTNs and it is devoted in part to the presentation of the modeling 
approach chosen for mobile activities in industrial environments such as mining. 

 
The basic purpose of modeling mobility is to simulate the movements of mobile nodes. Speed and direction are 

both parameters that must be taken into account because mobile node in real life does not have necessarily the 
same straight line and not constant speeds. Here are the main analytics methods: 

 
• Random Walk Mobility Model [12]: A simple mobility model based on random directions and speeds.  

 

• Random Waypoint Mobility Model [13]: A model that includes pause times between changes in destination 
and speed.  

 

• Random Direction Mobility Model: A model that forces mobile nodes to travel to the edge of the simulation 
area before changing direction and speed.  

 

• A Boundless Simulation Area Mobility Model [14]: A model where a relationship exists between the 
previous direction of travel and velocity of a mobile node with its current direction of travel and velocity.  

 

• Gauss-Markov Mobility Model [15]: A model that uses one tuning parameter to vary the degree of 
randomness in the mobility pattern.  

• City Section Mobility Model: A simulation area that represents streets within a city. 
 

III. DTN Model Evolution 

In setting out to implement the DTN architecture, we first had to resolve some fundamental questions in the 

architecture itself, and in the process, further its design and specification. One of the more unusual aspects of the 

operating environments envisioned for the DTN architecture is that the ability to communicate may come and 

go and that sometimes the periods of connectivity may be known (or predicted) in advance. In addition, 

communication may involve routing messages over one or more media, possibly simultaneously. Although this 

degree of flexibility is important to an overall network model that is expected to operate in difficult 

environments subject to disruption, it presents significant implementation challenges. The challenges stem 

largely from the fact that the DTN network model is not simply a graph, as in most present networking systems, 

but instead is a time varying multigraph.  

There is at present little shared experience in implementing networking systems involving graphs of this kind. 
The DTN architecture is based on introducing a protocol an overlay above transport or other lower layer 

protocols. The essential point is that in such an overlay, delays and disruptions can be handled at each DTN hop 

in a path between sender and destination. Hosts on the path can then provide the storage necessary for 
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application data before forwarding that to the next node. Thus, one of the main benefits provided by protocols 

implemented in this architecture is that they do not require contemporaneous end-to-end connectivity as TCP 

and other standard internet transport protocols requirements in order to reliably transfer application data. 

The architecture for DTN was specified by the DTNRG. The networks implementing this architecture are called 

DTN. The Figure 1 shows the DTN architecture developed by DTNRG that has emerged from the efforts of 

interplanetary internet. The architecture is based on Bundle Protocol Application, Bundle Protocol, Convergence 

layer and Transport Network Link Layers. 

 
Figure 1: DTN Architecture 

 
The DTN architecture operates over heterogeneous links. The convergence layer acts as an adaptive layer and 
maps the bundle protocol to the lower-layer network. The convergence layer has link layer protocol-specific 
properties. The functions of the convergence layer should adapt to the link layers. Several protocol-specific 
convergence layers, such as the TCP convergence and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) convergence layers are 
specified. The convergence layer provides an integrated and consistent interface to the bundle layer. 

 
Figure 2: Example DTN network 

 
In the spirit of previous work in DTN, we begin with the village scenario of Figure 2 There are three methods 
used to transfer data between the village and the city: traditional modem links, low-earth orbit satellite links, and 
a mobile “commuter bus” link that will carry messages physically.This real-world situation is abstracted, 
according the DTN architecture here, the cities and villages are represented by nodes and various connectivity 
options by edges. The city bus is represented by an edge in this figure 3. 
 

IV. Simulation Setup 

Simulation of the proposed model is done using NS-2 (version 2.31) as simulation tool in ubuntu operating 
system platform. 
 

Simulation Procedure- 

 Install ns 2.31, which is easily available 

 Apply patch for DTN which includes creating new method for finding, position and link expiry based on 
how  long nodes lie in range in existing AODV routing protocol 

 Creation of network scenario by using random waypoint mobility model 

 Set source and specify destination by modifying message passing agents UDP and NULL 

 Retrieval of movement details from simulator 

 Run TCL script in ns-2, view NAM files Perform analysis for given scenario using Awk/Perl scripts 
analyzer. 

V. Experimental Results And Analysis 

This section focuses on the evaluation of the routing mechanism described above using simulations representing a 
mining activity where mobile nodes play the role of workers. Each mobile node follows a trajectory according to 
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the defined patterns of movement. The adopted evaluation approach is to count the number of CEs or more 
precisely the number of contact passed around to the collect point. A contact is passed around if at least one of the 
four ways presented in IV is in the knowledge of the collect point. Our simulation parameters are summarized in 
Table II. 
 

Table I:  Simulation Parameters 
 

Simulator 
 

       NS-2  version 2.31 
   

Medium Access Protocol IEEE  802.15.4  unslotted  CSMA/CA  

     

 
Type of signaling frames 

 

      Broadcast 
frames 

    

 
Data rate 

 
250 Kbps 

   
 

Number of mobile nodes 
 

         N € [1, Nm ], Nm  = 15 
   

 

Signaling Frequency 

 

          T= 200  ms for Results given 
here 

   

 
Propagation model 

 

ITU 
    

Number of replication 25 

 

   

     

 
Create tcl script which consists of definitions of nodes, links, protocols etc; When we run the script using NAM 

(network animator) it gives simulation of scenario. Simulation shows packet flow, protocol behavior, states of the 

nodes. Here as shown in simulation window base station DTN and source DTN have permanent link while the 

relaying DTN acts as ordinary nodes which comes into picture when network available to them. 

 
Figure 3: Mobile Nodes Simulation 

Setdest tool is used to generate the positions of nodes and their moving speed and moving directions. In movable 
nodes scenario we consider nodes change their position dynamically form one zone to another. Here we trace the 
positions of those particular nodes using localization. 

 
 

Figure 4: Delay V/s Data rate 
 

After simulation we have estimate parameters. Figure shows the graph of end-to-end delay in seconds data rates, 
for different data rates like 1Mbps, 2Mbps etc. As the data rate increases the delay is varying. Delay is about 
finding the time taken for the destination node to receive the packets sent by the source node. Delay is more in 
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sparse network, as nodes will be distributed in large area and they will take time to come in range of other nodes; 
hence take time for receiving data from source node. 

 
Figure 5: No. of mobile nodes V/s Energy consumption 

 
Target DTN is a throw box; throw boxes acting as relays to create more contacts in the network. These nodes are 
supposed to have high storage capacity, high computing power and high energy. Figure 7 shows the graph of No. 
of mobile nodes V/s Energy consumption. As depicted in graph energy consumption reduces as no. of nodes 
increases. If there are more no. of nodes eventually energy consumption caused due to nodes will be less. This 
parameter is of more importance in practical applications of DTN. 

 
Figure 6: no. of nodes V/s average delay. 

Figure 8 shows the graph of no. of nodes V/s average delay. Network delay is an important design and 
performance characteristic of a computer network or telecommunications network. The delay of a network 
specifies how long it takes for a bit of data to travel across the network from one node or end point to another. It 
is typically measured in multiples or fractions of seconds. Delay may differ slightly, depending on the location of 
the specific pair of communicating nodes. Although users only care about the total delay of a network. 

 
Figure 7: no. of nodes V/s Throughput. 

 
Figure shows the graph of no. of nodes V/s Throughput. Varying the number of nodes, the nodes are increased as: 
20->40->60->80->100, with an increment of 20 nodes in simulation. Throughput: It is defined as the ratio of 
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number of messages delivered to destination and number of messages created by source node. This parameter is 
of more importance in practical applications of DTN.  

VI. Conclusion 

Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are characterized by their capability to interconnect nodes intermittently as they 
are usually deployed in a low geographic density. The purpose of this project is to design the paradigm of new 
routing mechanism for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) dedicated to localization and/or traceability. Good 
results have been obtained concerning development of routing mechanism & localization for delay tolerant 
network. During the test carried out to collect the data & parameters for mine gallery application. The result 
shows proposed method can prevent the data loss also it increases throughput & reduces energy consumption. 
This scenario traces the current position of workers in mine gallery in different zones. Two nodes A and B close 
to each other create an event that reflects the fact that A saw B and B saw A. This atomic data is called a contact 
event (CE) in the following. This new approach exploits node mobility by allowing stations to come into contact 
with fixed or mobile nodes, to collect, to exchange and even to pass around information that need to be fetched 
towards a collect point. 
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